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This priority—which underlies all the others—gives
disadvantaged sudents the chance to succeed

BY KRYSTA SCRIPTER

San Diego is home to a large resettlement community, meaning many adult immigrants and refugees are
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looking for opportunities. With many adults speaking a diferent language or coming from diverse fnancial

backgrounds, fnding equity in education is paramount.

“Because San Diego is one of the bigges resettlement areas in the country, we always had a fairly seady infux

of ESL (English as Second Language) sudents,” Ute Maschke, Ph.D., says. She’s the CAEP Manager at Eas

Region Adult Education, and immigrants, ESL sudents and other refugees are among their larges group of

sudents.

“We knew that we had these pockets of poverty, homelessness or unemployed people, and we needed to fnd

new srategies to reach out to them.”

During the pandemic, that meant transitioning classrooms to a digital setting and allowing for remote access to

learning, something Maschke says opened doors for many.

Why is that important? “Because we want to become better in supporting communities to become more resilient

and ofering educational and training programs for employment,” she says.

At Eas Region, equity in action means working with business partners and revising some curricula, creating

incentives to get sudents employed quickly, and giving them the skills they need to succeed in an uncertain

market. “We want to srengthen our connections to our business partners, and actually have them as advisors for

our curriculum, to tell us what is needed in the training programs to meet their business needs.”

Combining ESL courses with career training, she explains, actually improves sudents’ learning and gets them

on their feet faser. “So we needed to tweak our curriculum to accelerate our learning experience and accelerate

the entrance into the workforce.”

It’s not jus about training for new jobs: With many unemployed by the COVID-19 pandemic or burnt out from

the las year of working during one, learning how to bounce back after setbacks is jus as crucial of a skill.

“We want to train sudents in ways that they are agile and resilient enough that they’re in a better position to
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advocate and not be trapped,” Maschke says.

Their work isn’t done, however. Maschke says the poverty and homeless rates sill speak to the massive need

for education services in the area. “There’s a lot of good suf happening right now but we need to get better at

leveraging resources and coordinating eforts.”

Ute Maschke, Ph.D.CAEP Manager at Eas Region Adult Education

We knew that we had these pockets of poverty, homelessness or unemployed

people, and we needed to fnd new srategies to reach out to them.
“

”
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Ute Maschke, Ph.D.

PHOTO COURTSEY OF Ute Maschke

WHAT DOES EQUITY LOOK LIKE?

“Within our consortium, part of this process revolves around providing tailored sudent support services… We

are able to map out educational, career training or job readiness paths that transition to high-skills jobs. Each

sudent has a tailored path and ongoing support to navigate sysems and obsacles and celebrate successes.”

Joyce Liou, Senior Transition Services Coordinator at Eas Region Adult Education
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“Disadvantaged sudents need support in creating a foundation that makes them able to compete and access

opportunities, and we assised with this by providing laptops and internet access. Not every individual sarts at

the same place, so acknowledging diversity and meeting individual sudent needs is fundamental in assising

underprivileged sudents to advance professionally.”
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Eryn Williams, ESL Teacher at Eas Region Adult Education
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